
Improving the Agreement between Altimeters
                  by Suppressing Covariant Errors
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Two critical parts of establishing long-term datasets for climate studies are reducing the errors in 
individual measurements ansd in understanding any biases between different instruments or techniques.  
The tandem mission of Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B, when they followed the same track 30 seconds 
apart, enables us to examine the repeatability of measurements from SAR altimeters, and of how they 
compare with LRM instruments (because the S3B altimeter spent some time operating in LRM mode).

The data used are from S3B cycle 010 (S3A cycle 033), with S3B in LRM for the first half of that cycle. 
We match up S3B measurements to their nearest S3A measurements (so no interpolation, as that filters 
out noise).  Data used are as processed in Sept. 2018, with the cycle-average bias for S3B removed (as 
these will diminish in later processings).  Here we wish to examine the short-term variability within one 
dataset and in the difference of the two.

The effect of fading noise within the SAR or LRM waveforms produces errors in the estimation of the 
parameters of interest:  range, wave height (Hs) and backscatter (σ0).  Quartly (2009) showed that the 
MLE4 algorithm gave a strong correlation in the errors of σ0 and mispointing, and developed a simple 
adjustment to improve sigma0 estimates.  Sandwell & Smith (2005) showed that errors in range and 
wave height (being both produced from the bins on the leading edge of the waveform) were covariant.  
Zaron & deCarvalho (2016), and then Quartly et al. (2019) utilised this to advance algorithms for 
removing tracker bias from range.  Here we use such techniques to “adjust“ both wave height and range, 
using the covariant anomaly in the other.  For SAR waveforms it is not just the leading edge that 
responds to wave height; the connection between anomalies in range and wave height is thus weaker, 
but still yields some improvement.

Introduction

Nearest neighbour match-up 
Calculate mean and
          variability of difference

For SAR mode, the variations in bias of ocean σ0 are small 
(~0.05 dB, varying only with σ0); with S3B in LRM mode there 
are discrepancies at very low and high σ0, with greater scatter 
too.  This is partly due to the different footprint sizes.

The above plots (using S3A SAR mode data) indicate the performance for the standard algorithms for range and Hs.  
The 4 lines in the plots below show the results for S3B (in SAR mode or in LRM mode) using the standard output, 
and also fior values “adjusted” according to method of Quartly et al. (2019) to utilise anomalies in the other field.

A measure of the noise in estimates is the variability (S.D.) 
within the 20 values in a 1 Hz record.  Quality control tests 
often discard data that exceed some threshold; however it is 
noted that the mean values of σh and σHs vary with Hs.

The comparison of height data is more complex, with the mean 
height bias between the two SAR altimeters ranging over 
[-2cm,2cm] according to wind-wave conditions.

For wave height, a comparison of 2 altimeters in SAR mode 
gives better agreement than when one is in LRM.

For σ0 calculated using OCOG (offset-centre-of-gravity 
model), there is much more variability in the bias between LRM 
and SAR.  This is because the different models used for SAR 
and LRM waveforms do not respond to Hs variations (change 
of leading edge) in the same way.

Direct Comparison
of 20 Hz data
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Improving 1 Hz Consistency
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For  Hs, the variability within 1 Hz records is greater for LRM than for SAR 
mode, except for at high wave heights.  The application of our covariance 
adjustment reduces the variability in both cases, with now the LRM records 
giving more self-consistent data than for SAR mode (top row).  However the 
SAR records are for independent patches of ocean, whereas the consecutive 
LRM footprints are significantly overlapping.
 
For the comparison with S3A, there is less variability in their difference 
when S3B is also operating in SAR mode. 

For  range information, LRM has greater variability (as expected); however 
the adjustment makes only a slight improvement for SAR, whereas for LRM 
it reduces the small scale noise to below that of SAR.  Again, the fact that 
LRM has overlapping footprints explains most of this.

The comparison of variability in the height difference of S3B and S3A 
records reduces markedly when the LRM mode data are adjusted.
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Note the Ice Sheet definitions of σ0 differ for LRM and SAR (with a bias varying with Hs); thus the spectra 
of the difference between S3B_LRM and S3A_SAR is large.
The adjustments proposed in this work improve the spectra (reduce short wavelength noise) in Hs and ssh 
for both LRM and SAR and their comparison.

Intra-1 Hz anomalies in Hs and 
ssh are correlated, and this can 
be used to effect an empirical 
adjustment. [Figure is for 
Jason-3 data from Quartly et 
al. (2019).]


